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In Malaysia, energy meter is installed on the consumer’s
premises outside the premises and the consumption information
or electricity usage is collected by meter readers on monthly
basis by visiting the premises. As a normal business practice,
TNB issues disconnection notices to all outstanding accounts
once the payment becomes due one month after issuance of the
bills. If the payment is not received within the stipulated time,
TNB will instruct staffs to visit physically to the premise and
remove the fuse box from energy meter to disconnect the
electricity. However, the problems of removing the fuse by
TNB staffs in the previous were identified as unable to get
access to the energy meter since it is unreachable due to its
location, locked gates, locked meter box and guarded by fierce
dogs. Hence, this research is aimed to remote supply control
device for single phase meter to cut off incoming supply
without taking out the fuse from the box. To ensure minimizing
the mistake cut off main power supply, the device can be
remotely activated for a distance 10 meter.
This disconnection system for the energy meter will assist the
disconnection staffs or contractor employed by TNB to cut off
the electrical supply by using Radio Frequency (RF) 433 Mhz
remote control device. The disconnection device is capable to
remote obstruction conditions.

Abstract— When dealing with unpaid bills, TNB usually ends
up to cut OFF the electricity supply to the premise by removing
the fuse from the energy meter box. However, this is difficult to be
carried out since the meter is sometime inaccessible due to its
location, being locked as well as guarded by dogs. This paper
proposes a remote system to disconnect the electrical supply via
Radio Frequency wave. In this system an additional disconnection
device is required to be installed together with the consumer
energy meter unit. The transmitter and receiver are equipped
with RF module which facilitates one directional communication
to perform the disconnection task. The system is also capable to
reconnect the supply. It is hoped that the system could reduce the
non-payment issues.
Index Terms— remote disconnection, electricity theft, unpaid
bill, radio frequency
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I. INTRODUCTION

OWADAYS, electricity has become a basic need for
humans. The consumption of electricity has increased a lot
compared to the past years[1]. In general, generation,
transmission, and distribution of electricity involve many
operating losses. Losses from generation can be technically
defined, but transmission and distribution losses cannot be
precisely quantified from the sending end information [2]. The
losses in electrical system can be categorised into two types:
Technical losses and Non-Technical Losses.
Technical losses include electrical system losses which are
caused by network impedance, current flows and auxiliary
supplies. Non-technical losses include illegal tapping of
electricity from the feeder, bypassing the energy meter,
tampering with the energy meter, billing irregularities and
unpaid bills. In 2004, Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) Sdn.
Bhd., the sole electricity provider in Malaysia recorded revenue
losses as high as USD 229 million a year as a result of electricity
theft, billing errors, faulty metering and unpaid bills[4].

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN
Fig. 1 illustrates the basic system design. The disconnection
device will be connected to main supply from the service
provider. before the energy meter.
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Fig. 1. Basic System Design
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should have a protection and is not exposed the circuit to the
user.

Fig. 3. Transmitter circuit
Fig. 3 shows the transmitter circuit device including Arduino
Pro Mini, RF Transmitter module, keypad, push button, LEDs
and LCD module.
Fig. 4 shows disconnection circuit which includes power
module, Arduino Pro Mini and RF receiver. Solid State Relay
used as switching to control ON or OFF the load. There are 4
types of solid-state relays namely zero-switching relay, instant
ON relay, peak switching relay and analogue switching relay.
Zero crossing solid state was used to minimize the surge current
through the load during the first conduction cycle and reduce
the level of conducted emission placed on the AC mains. The
connector pins are used to connect the disconnection device to
the live and neutral of the main supply.
Fig. 2. System Architecture of Transmitter Device and
Disconnection Device
Fig. 2 shows the system architecture for the disconnection
system which consists of transmitter device and disconnection
device. The device receives supply from the live and neutral
wire from a supply that is connected to the power module. It
converts 230 V alternating current (AC) to 5 V direct current
(DC) using rectifier to provide supply to the Arduino Pro Mini.
The live wire is also connected to load through solid state
module inside the device. When the disconnection device
receives the signal, it is able to either cut OFF or reconnect the
load. The transmitter device that sends the signal mainly
consists of RF transmitter module, Arduino Pro mini, push
button, keypad, and LCD module.

Fig. 4. Disconnection circuit
IV. SOFTWARE DESIGN

III. HARDWARE DESIGN

In this disconnection system, both transmitter and
disconnection devices are controlled by Arduino Pro Mini. This
microcontroller has its own software application known as
Arduino IDE that can be installed in Windows operating
system. Arduino IDE is available freely and can be downloaded
from the Arduino website.
Fig. 5. shows the transmitter flow chart. The process starts
with the user key-in the ID number of the respective connection

This project has two controllers being the switch
disconnection device and transmitter device. In designing the
disconnection device, solid state switch is used to cut OFF the
load. The function of microcontroller used in the disconnection
device is to control the switching of solid state relay to load.
The communication between Transmitter device and
disconnection device is used standard Radio Frequency
433MHz Module. For safety purpose, the design of the casing
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device. The function of key B in keypad for the wrong ID and
key A on keypad to conform whether the entered ID is correct.
If. There are two push buttons used for sending instruction to
disconnect or reconnect the electric supply.

Fig. 6. . Disconnection Device Flow Chart
Fig. 8 shows what has happened after sending instructions to
disconnection device which is connected to the energy meter.
The control signal will send high signal to activate or turn ON
the solid state relay to disconnect the load. Fig.9 shows the
normal condition supply waveform with channel 1 (yellow)
connected to an incoming supply before the fuse supply voltage
236V frequency 49.9Hz. Channel 2 (blue) is connected to the
load and channel 3 (magenta) connected to the Solid-State
Relay control signal. The control signal is always high during
normal supply.

Fig.5. Transmitter Device Flow Chart
Fig. 6 shows the disconnection device flow chart. If the
transmitter device sends the correct ID number, LED
continuously lights ON. If ID number is incorrect, the LED
blinks for 3 seconds and reverts back to standby mode. The next
stage when the correct ID number is entered, the disconnection
device waits for instruction to cut OFF or reconnect the supply.
Fig. 7. Normal Load Condition
V. EXPERIMENT RESULT

Fig. 10 shows when the normal condition to cut OFF energy
meter control signal from HIGH to LOW in channel 3. CH 1
(Yellow) shows that a constant 238V incoming supply with a
frequency of 50.25 Hz. When the instruction signal command
to CUT OFF in signal CH3 (magenta) HIGH to LOW on zero
crossings on CH 1, it will detect this to CUT OFF the load.
Fig. 11 shows the CUT OFF supply to Switch ON the supply
to Load. At this stage, the load supply CH2 (Blue) and control
signal CH3 (Magenta) is LOW. The instruction command sends
the High to control signal. The most prominent time for control
signal CH3 is during the pick signal of incoming supply CH1.
The Solid-state relay will start to operate during the incoming
supply signal in zero crossings or zero cycles of signal.

An Arduino based prototype is developed to test the
functionality of hardware and software of the disconnection
system to establish its performance expectation. This system
was tested in one of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering
laboratory (Universiti Teknologi MARA). This experiment was
conducted to test the coding as well as the hardware to work as
expected. In a normal condition, the incandescent bulb
continuously lights up. Fig. 7 shows the set up for the test lamp
100W as resistance load light up.
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Zero Crossing

Fig. 8. Disconnection The Load

Fig 11 waveform during reconnection Process
The experiment experiment was conducted indoors at an
open space in the laboratory for investigating the range distance
target of 10 meters from the switch ON/OFF device. Open
space means that the panel meter is not covered by a box. Fig.12
shows the floor plans of the Dream Factory Laboratory. The
arrow indicates the direction of the experiment that was
performed. Two experiments were conducted, namely direct
test and door blocking test.

11 Meter
Fig. 9. Load Signal During Normal Condition waveform

Fig 11 Floor Plan
Fig 12 shows the maximum range of the test to Cut OFF the
device. There were two different energy meter heights which
are 45cm and 214cm from the floor. The maximum distance
measured was 11 meters from the Switch ON/OFF device. The
experiment distance measured from 2 meter to 11 meters from
the switch ON/OFF device. The 2 Switch ON/OFF devices
were successfully CUT OFF from the load. The distance range
was measured using a measuring tape. Fig. 13 shows the
maximum range to switch ON the load. Both the devices were
successfully switch ON one after another.

Fig. 10. Wafeform during Disconnection Proses
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TABLE 1 RESULT FOR DISTANCE TESTING
214 cm Height
DISTANCE
(METER)

45cm Height

ENERGY
METER
HEIGHT
(CM)
214

2

45
214

4

45
214

6

45
214

8

45

Fig. 12 Maximum Range to CUT OFF Load

214

10

45
214

11

45

RECEIVER
SYSTEM
ACTION
LOAD
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON
CUT OFF
SWITCH ON

RESULT
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS
SUCCESS

Fig.14 shows the experiment with the door closed blocking
with a wall. The position of the energy meter is the same as the
previous experiment as shown in Fig 12. Table 2 shows the
results for the door blocking by a closed door. The distance
measured was12.08 meter from the energy meter.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a disconnection system which take an
advantage of TNB to cutting power supply without taking out
of the fuse. The RF signal communication use for cutting power
incoming supply that can remotely access the fuse to cut OFF
and switch ON the load. This system that no have reasons by
person in charge to cut OFF supply when they are unable to
access the customer premises.
TABLE 2 RESULT FOR DOOR BLOCKING
Fig 13 Maximum Range to Switch ON Load

DISTANCE
(Meter)

Table 1 shows the results for the open space experiment
indoor environment. The experiment started at a distance of 2
meters and increased every 2 meters to the maximum distance
11 meters.

ENERGY
METER
HEIGHT (CM)
246 (wall)

12
789 (wall)
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RECEIVER
SYSTEM
ACTION LOAD
Cut OFF
Switch ON
Cut OFF
Switch ON

RESULT
Success
Success
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Fig. 14 Door Blocking
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